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WHO WILL WE BE IN 
CYBERSPACE? 

From The Information Society, 12 (1996): 63-72. 

T O THOSE WHO VIEW AMERICA fromotherpartsoftheworld, 
it must sometimes seem that we are a compulsively restless people, continu-

ally reinventing ourselves, renovating our ways of living at the drop of a hat. There 
seems to be no idea too extravagant, no project too far fetched that some sizable 
segment of the populace won't take it up, try it out, see how it works. Birthplace 
of new ideas, discoveries, practices, styles, gadgets, and institutions, 

___ _ __renown as a for the exploration of human __ apd 
relat_ic>J)ships that later spread to other parts of the globe. 

-· The propensity to personal and social reinvention goes back to the earliest days 
of our national experience. In the middle 18th century, it seemed likely that the 
British monarchs and a stable monarchical way of life in the American colonies would 
endure forever. Rooted in notions of hierarchy, inequality, patriarchy, and highly 
structured relations between patrons and clients, monarchy gave people's lives 
meaning and coherence. But efforts to sustain this pattern sparked discontent and 
eventual revolt. The colonists' successful war against King George III was also a 
revolution in political culture, one that overthrew monarchy as a tightly woven 
fabric of human relations. 

During their tw·n at the helm, leaders of the uprising, the founding fathers, did 
their best to create a nevv society, building political, legal, and economic institu-
tions based on models adapted from the ancient republics. Individual liberty and 
consent of the governed became the guiding principles. But the political institutions 
of the republican system were to depend on the guidance of a smal1 group of enlight-
ened, virtuous men, people \vith great souls and abilities, an arrangement that many 
Americans found disagreeable. It did not take long, therefore, for the republican 
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conception of social and political relations to itself be challenged by the prolifera-
tion of rules, roles, and relations far more democratic in character. By the early 
19th century, Americans \verc again busily self-transforming, affirming that the 
promise of the country \Vas for the mass of common working people to achieve 
material prosperity and genuine self-government (Wood 1992). 

In sum, a lifetime that stretched from 17 50 to 1820 \VOuld have undergone a 
sequence of three radically different ways of defining \vhat society was about, three 
\"v·ays of defining vvho a person vvas and where a person stood in the larger order of 
things. I call attention to this segment of American history to recall the fact that 
?-_mes of rapid transformation are not ne\v to us. '"foday's zealots for the informa-
tion age and cyberspace often insist that we are confronted vvith circumstances 
totally unprecedented, circumstances that require rapid transformation of society. 
That may be true in some respects. But it is also true that we Americans are past 
masters in reinventing ourselves and sometimes proceed thoughtfully to good effect. 

Since the middle 19th century, episodes of person and social transformation 
have focused as much upon people's relationship to technological systems as they 
have to political institutions. By novl' it is a familiar story: a ne\V 
nology requires that (in s?me way or another) society 

__ __ will use it; older practices, relationships, and \vays of defining people's .. 
identities fall by the wayside; ne-vv practices, relationships, and identities take root. 
From that standpoint, as tedmological devices and systems are being introduced, it 
is important that those who care about the future of society go beyond questions 
about the utility of ne\v devices and systems, beyond even questions about economic 
consequences. One must also ask: 

Aronnd these instruments, \vhat kinds of bonds, attachments, and obligations 
arc in the making? 

2 To whom or to what are people connected or dependent upon? 
3 Do ordinary people see themselves as having a crucial role in what is taking 

shape? 
4 Do people see themselves as competent, able to make decisions? 
5 Do they feel that their voices matter in making decisions that '"'rill affect family 

\Vorkplace, community, nation? 
6 Do they feel themselves to be fairly treated? 

These are issues about conditions that sustain selfhood and civic culture, issues that 
should ahvays be addressed as technological innovations emerge. If we limit our 
attention to powerful technical applications, their uses and market prospects, we 
tend to ignore vvhat may be the single most consequential feature of technological 
change, the shaping of the conditions that affect people's sense of -who they are and 
why they live together. 

In our time the most important occasion for addressing such questions is the 
transforma:ion wide range of material artifacts inter\Voven 

·soaa1-pra-Ctices. Ill <ire 
now and restructure or replace it in digital format. Let's 

take the bank teller, the person sitting behind the counter with little scraps of 
paper and an adding machine, and replace it V</ith an ATM accessible 24 hours a 
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day. Let's take analog recording and the vinyl LP and replace it with the compact 
d_jsc in which music is encoded as a stream of digital bits. Or let's take the class-
room with the teacher, blackboard, books, and verbal interchange and replace it 
with materials presented in computer hardware and software and call it 'interactive 
learning' (as if earlier classrooms lacked an interactive quality). In case after case, 
the move to computerize and digitize means that many preexisting cultural forms 
have suddenly gone liquid, losing their former shape as they are retailored for 
computerized expression. As new patterns solidify, __ ___ ___ the 
textw·e of human relations that surronnd them are often much different frqlJl what 

long-·one flllly comprehends. ' ' 
The opportunities and challenges presented by digitalliquification have gener-

ated great waves of enthusiasm. Entrepreneurs are busily at work creating new 
products and sen,iccs. Organizational innovators are experimenting V\-ith all 
kinds of computer-mediated collaborative work. Artists, even ones highly skeptical 
of information technology's overall effects, are exhilarated by the new varieties of 
aesthetic expression that have become available in computing and telecommuni-
cations. It is no surprise that the widespread rupture about computing has achieved 
ideological expression as well. The old bromides of __ 

t:4eo:r;y_ _of history, barely fizzing a couple of years ago, have received a new 
of seltzer in the right-wing manifesto, 'Cyberspace and the American 

Dream: A Magna Carta for the Knowledge Age' (Dyson et al. 1994). In this and 
similar paeans to the digital age, there is a rekindling of the millennia! expectations 
that often arise during times of technological and social change, accompanied by the 
ill-founded hopes of 'mythinformation,' for example, _!:he 

__ and that no 
needs to lift a finger to achieve democratization and create a good society 

(Winner 1986). 
But along with the excitement and sense of limitless possibilities arise some 

serious misgivings. As the sweeping digitalliquification of social practices and insti-
tutions proceeds, one sees closely associated processes of economic liquidation that 
erode the fonner livelihoods of many working class and middle-class people. As 
jobs and activities and organizational structures nndergo digital transfonnation, 

were ___ __ __ 
the opporturlity- to move elsewhere. In businesses, universities, government agen-
'cies, other the connection between the introduction of new 
computing systems and vridespread announcements of layoffs and downsizing seems 
obvious. Digital liquification has become the cultural solvent that enables financial 
and organization liquidation. [ ... ] [W]hole vocations- secretaries, phone oper-
ators, bank tellers, postal clerks - have been eliminated or abolished or drastically 
reduced. [ ... ] 

Gurus on the business seminar circuit- Tom Peters, Daniel Burrus, Michael 
Hammar, James Champy, and the like- prefer to see these upheavals as an exhilar-
ating challenge. [ ... ] Other observers describe these developments as potentially 
cataclysmic for much of the population, as the 'end of work' and 'end of career' pre-
sent society with conditions for which it is ill prepared (Bridges 1994; Rifkin 1995; 
Glassner 1994). Whatever one's anticipations on that score may be it is certainly 
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trite that in our time some basic conditions of human identity and association are 
being po-vverfully redefined. Who will we become as such developments run their 
course? What kind of society and political order vdll emerge? 

Rather than seck guidance on these matters from today' s giddy manifestoes 
of cyberspace, perhaps we should consider relevant chapters in our own history, 
chapters in \'Vhich technological transformation involved proformd alterations in self 
and society, periods in •vhich momentous choices about the future were up for 
grabs. ?f particular relevance, in my view, are several recent studies by 

. and social scientists that have tried to identify what is distinctive about human self-
hood in •vhat came to be called modern, industrial societv. A number of scholars 
in widely different fields (1984); Ten'y Smith (1993), Jeffi-ey 
Meikle (1979), David Noble (1977), Adrian Forty (1986), Ruth Schwarz Cowan 
(1983), Dolores Hayden (1981), Roland Marchand (1985), David Nye (1990), 
David Harvey (1989), and have looked atJhe first half gf_20th centm:y___ 

notlcmg such developments as the creation of the Ford assembly line, the 
spread of scientific management, the development of large, long linked systems in 
electricity, water supply, transit, telephone, radio, and television, seeking to explain 
how they achieved the form they did, hmv they were received by the populace as 
a whole, how the rise of the consumer economy \vith its appliances and other goods 
came to be defined as necessary for the good life, and how associated developments 
in advertising, industrial design, public relations, education, and other methods 
fields helped shape public opinion and channel social development. 

\Vhat emerges from these studies that might be useful today? What can we take 
from them that might help us think about contemporary developments, that link 
computing with society's future? I briefly underscore several issues that seem espe-
cially important. 

One consistent finding in histories of the modern period is the 
ill1portant decisions about how techn?logies were introduced- was far from-· 

. evenly distributed. Those who had the financial and technica( to-. 
create new technologies in earlier decades of our century often found it feasible and 
desirable to mold society to match the needs of emerging technological systems 
and organizational plans. Many leaders in the corporate sector regarded society 
as mere putty that could be shaped with minimal resistance from the populace 
affected. 

Greatest latitude for overt social control \Vas present in the workplaces where 
employees \Vere often seen as malJeable, subject to the routines and disciplines of 
work. This attitude was clearly displayed in the paternalism of F. W. Taylor's Prin-
ciples qf Scientific Management and the practices it advanced. 'In the past the man has 
been first,' Taylor explained. 'In the future the system must be first' (Taylor 1911, 
p. 7). In Taylor's vision and in similar approaches to modern American manage-
ment, the authority relations of modern industry were perfectly clear. When a 
worker accepted employment at a particular firm, the worker was required to 
follo-vv an intricate schedule specifying what to do and how to do it. The employer 
named the job, specified its content, and determined the extent to ,vhich the work 
required any knowledge or competence. Thus, as the workplaces of industrial 
society •vere organized, people were mobilized not only for productive tasks, but 
for fairly stable, predictable, reproducible identities as well. Such efforts carried a 
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strong moral component. Cultural historians note that during the middle decades 
0 [ the 20th century, virtues appropriate to the development of machines - produc-
tiye order, efficiency, control, forward-looking dynamism - became prevailing 
social virtues as well (Smith 1993). 

For industdalleaders like Henry Ford, Henry Luce, and Alfred Sloan, men able 
to achieve an overvie\v of unfolding developments, a key realization \vas that contin-
uing economic grmvth required the mobilization of great numbers of people not 
merely as producers but as consumers as well. By the 1920s it was common for 
corporate planners to aspire to reach deeply into people's lives, offering items 
and opportunities for consumption along with carefully tailored images and slogans 
that helped depict identities, attitudes, and life-styles that collld guide people's 
inclinations in home life and leisure. Industiial design, advertising, and corporate-
sponsored journalism and public education combined with industrial planning to 
promote a series of strongly endorsed social role identities that were depicted 
in photos, newspaper and magazine articles, and school text books (Marchand 
1985). [ ... ] 

In this light, historians Roland Marchand and Terry Smith note the widely 
displayed tableaux vivants of modern life, combinations of advertising text and 
photography that from the 1920s to 1950s depicted: 

The executive in the office tower 
The \vorker in the clean, well-organized factory 
The housewife in her appliance-filled kitchen 
Children surrounded vvith goods for the little ones 
The automobile driver speeding along a wide open highway. 

The purpose of these images ''vas to project possibilities for living in modern society 
at a time in which many of those possibilities were still noYel. Crucial to the effect 
of these projections was a story about the world, a story in which people's ordt:•Tl}' 

iJ1 an equally orderly, rational, _modern 
Within well-managed corporate strategies that Hnked the shape 

gOo'd:S'tO advertising slogans, photographs, magazine stories, and other 
widely promulgated inducements, people were encouraged to seek meaning and 
fulfillment within prescribed channels. It would be absurd to suggest that these 
efforts succeeded in determining the content of people's lives completely. But I 
think it is true to say that there were deliberate and effective moves to frame and 
to guide hmv ordinary people understood life's possibilities. One has only to live 
for a \''i-'hile in societies in which these accomplishments have not taken root - for 
example, prosperous societies in contemporary Europe in which consumerism as a 
way of life does not yet dominate the ways people nnderstand self, family, and 
society - to appreciate the artificiality and pungency of modern American strate-
gies of social control. 

Histories of these developments clearly suggest that the basic terms of this social 
contract were nonnegotiable. The ideas and plans of everyday citizens were not 
regarded as crucial for corporate planning. In the advertisements and tableaux 
vivants, the future \Vas always depicted as something whole and inevitable. People 
were to be propelled forward by forces larger than themselves into a world that 
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was rational, dynamic, prosperous, and harmonious. One visited spectacles like the 
1939 World's Fair in New York to be S\vept up in the excitement of it all. There 
·were no pavilions to solicit the public's suggestions about emerging devices, 
systems, or role definitions. As milHons of visitors strolled through the fair, they 
learned hO\v to orient themselves to changes in living that seemed to have their own 
undeniable trajectory. 

Presenting the future in this way served an important purpose. Those making 
choices about the direction of social priorities and investments - for example, 
Robert Moses and other organizers of the New York World's Fair- had no desire 
to open the planning of sociotechnical innovations to make the process more inclu-
sive. oyer t_4e details of policy, __ _ 

_and political elites were able to defuse public criticism: The well-managed social 
consensus that unfolding developments were basically nonnegotiable was reflected 
in the silence of public discourse about alternatives, for example, the almost 
complete absence of popular forwns in print or elsewhere from the 1920s through 
the 19 50s where the meaning of the new technologies and their consequences could 
be discussed, criticized, or debated. 

Held out to the American populace as the ultimate promise of modern society 
\Vas individual, material satisfaction. The modern world was to be a place in which 
personal desires would be fulfilled through the consumption of industrially produced 
commodities. So glorious was the expected bounty, that any request to negotiate 
its terms vvould have seemed positively impudent. the _picture was any_ 
attention_ collective goods and collective sOcial commit-
ments and the social costs of 'progress' were obscured by the belief that individual 
fulfillment was all that mattered. Thus, buying and driving this automobile would 
give the driver and family members a sense of thrill and belonging. Then as now, 

, the automobile was ahvays shown on highways miraculollsly fi:ee of vel_Qc)q_,_ 
vvell-paved roads that seemed to extend infinitely, wherever happy drivers turned 
the steering wheel. As an ad for ethyl gasoline in the 1930s proclaimed: 'There's 
always room out front' (Marchand 1985, p. 362). 

Another key finding from social and cultural studies of modernism takes note 
of the design of artifacts. Those in a position to make decisions were aware that as 
everyday folks looked at the novelties that bombarded them, they were apt to find 
these transformations complex and confusing. In that light, a __ _ 
design strategy was to conceal the __ (:)_f social 

and t? make them simple_ and Thus, for 
streamlining and other varieties of shiny metal styling v.rere adopted to complex, 
technical mechanisms ,;vithin soothing, attractive surfaces. As people became 
comfortable with these forms, the workings of the artificial world that surrounded 
people seemed less and less intelligible. The same is true of the texts and pictures 
of advertising. Extremely simple solutions - often ones involving personal 
with the aid of consumer purchases - were proposed for complicated, real-world 

--Eventually ·some of those complex problems - congestion, 
and environmental decay - emerged as difficult issues, made even more 

vexing by the fact that they festered for decades. 
As v..-·e ponder horizons of computing and society today - for example, 

choices in the creation and use of computer net\vorks on a widespread scale - it 
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seems likely that American society will reproduce some of the basic tendencies of 
modernism: 

• • 
• • 
• 

Unequal power over key decisions about 'vhat is built and why. 
Concerted attempts to enframe and direct people's lives in both work and 
consumption. 
The presentation of the future society as something nonnegotiable. 
The stress on individual gratification rather than collective problems and 
responsibilities. 
Design strategies that conceal and obfuscate important realms of social 
complexity. 

Patterns of this kind persist because the institutions of planning, finance, 
management, advertising, education, and design that shaped modernity earlier this 
century are still extremely powerful. Occasional calls for resistance and refonn by 
labor unions, environmentalists, consumer groups, feminists, and others have, for 
the most part, been neutralized or absorbed. [ ... ] Possibilities for self-conscious 
social choice and deliberate social action are often sidetracked to become obsessions 
focused on the purchasing and possessing of commodities. 

As strong as these basic tendencies remain, however, it is doubtful that the 
vmrld taking shape within and around today' s information systems Virill simply 
reproduce the terms of previous decades. In fact, many of the fonns of selfhood 
and social organization carefully nurtured for modern society seem ill-suited for 
conditions that increasingly confront Americans in the workplace and elsewhere. 
For example, the focus of personal identity based upon holding a lasting enduring 
job seems destined to become a relic of the industrial past (Glassner 1994). Within 
the context of the global communications, global enterprise, lean production, organ-
izational flexibility, the idea that one might become a permanent employee of one 
organization or even one industry is less and less sensible. Much blue collar and 
clerical work is nmv temporary. To an increasing extent even \vell-educated tech-
nical professionals are required to define themselves as contractors able to move 
from project to project, task to task, place to place among many organizations. The 
assumption in computer-centered enterprises is no longer that of belonging to and 
being crucial to any enduring framework of social relations. To an increasing extent 
our organizations assume perpetual expendability. How people v..rill respond to that, 
how they will recreate selfhood in an era in which everyone is expendable, could 
\veil become a far more serious issue in coming decades than even the often 
lamented decline of real wages. 

Another crisis brewing in the information society has to do with where and 
hmv people ,.._,ill experience membership. For modernism the prescribed frame for 
social relations was that of city and suburb. People were situated geographically 
and expected to find meaningful relationships close to home. But today it is increas-
ingly obvious that for sizeable, economically important segments of our society, 
attachment is no longer defined geographically at all. Many activities of work and 
leisure take place in global, electronic settings and that is hmv people define their 
attachments. Robert Reich, among others, worries that the symbolic analysts of 
today' s global webs of enterprise are no'v shedding traditional loyalties to their 
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fellO\v citizens, leaving the less well-to-do, the less well \Vired to suffer in decaying 
cities (Reich 1991). Indeed, attitudes of this sort can be found in the sociopathic_ 
cyberlibertarianism of the 1990s as represented, for example, in 
and the American Dream' of the Progress and Freedom Foundation (Dyson et al. 
1994) and in much of the hyperventilated prose of Wired magazine. What is affirmed 
in such thicldng is a fierce desire for market freedom and unfettered 

. expression with no that inflated cyber-egos mve anything to 
__ ically situated others. Increasingly prevalent conditions of work and commrmication 

Seem to the development of ways of being human that correspond to 
hypertextual movements on the World Wide VVeb. 'Don't count on me for 
anything; I'm out of here with the click of a mouse.'[ ... ] 

There are many, of course, who expect that desirable new fonns of community 
will emerge, that people vvill use their computers and the Internet to forge new 
social relationships and identities, including ones that might bolster local community 
life. Time vvill tell whether those lovely hopes pan out. It's anyone's guess what 
sorts of personalities, styles of discourse, and social norms will ultimately flourish 
in these new settings. [ ... J 

One feature of early 20th century modernism that American society seems 
likely to reproduce in years to come is the habit of excluding ordinary citizens from 
key choices about the design and development of nev1-' technologies, including 
infonnation systems. Industrial leaders still indulge the old habit of presenting as 
faits accomplis 'vhat otherwise might have been choices open for diverse public 
imaginings, investigations, and debates. In magazine cover stories, corporate adver-
tising campaigns, and political speeches, announcements of the arrival of the 
Information Superhighway and similar metaphors arc still pitched in the language 
of inevitability. Get ready for it folks, here it comes: the set-top box! 

[ ... ] 
These are matters in which people doing research on computing and the future 

could have a positive influence. If \ve're asking people to change their lives to adapt 
to the introduction of new information systems, it seems responsible to solicit very 
broad participation in deliberation, planning, decision making, prototyping, testing, 
evaluation, and the like. Some of the best models, in my view, come from the 
Scandinavian social democracies where a variety of social and political circumstances 
inakes close consultation \vith ordinary workers <l?d citizens a much common 
practice than it is in the United States (Sandberg et al. 1992). Broad parliCipation 
of this kind is warranted by principles of democracy and social justice, but it also 
makes sense because it is likely to produce better systems, ones that have a better 
fit -with genuine human needs. Unfortunately, models for innovation of this kind 
have been seldom tried in the United States, perhaps because they are too demo-
cratic for those who oversee our intensely inegalitarian 'market' system. 

[ ... ] 
How reassuring; evidently the 'right design' is headed our way and again we 

have not had to lift a finger. Developments of this kind echo the first 'vords of Jean-
Jacques Rousseau's Social Contract \vritten two centuries ago: 'Men are born free 
but everpvhere they are in chains.' An equivalent maxim today might be: 'People 
are not born with brass rings in their noses, but much technological development 
quietly supposes that they are.' 
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But v._rhy should we settle for effrontery so blatant? Rather than exclude the 
energy and ideas of the American populace, rather than try to predetermine v.,rhat 
the horizons of computing and society \Vill be, research and developments in 
computing ought to involve the public - ordinary people from all walks of life - in 
activities of inquiry, exploration, dialogue, and debate. Here computer professionals 
could, if they so chose, exercise much-needed leadership. While it is sometimes 
tempting to conclude that \Ve are merely going 'where the technology is taking us,' 
or that social outcomes are and should be 'determined by market forces,' the fact 
of the matter is that choices about the relationship between people and _ 

___ !echn()_l()gy_are_l!la_de by_ 
professional \vork gives them insight into the choices that matter must be 

diligent in expressing their knowledge and judgments to a broad public. Othenvise 
they may find themselves employed as mere rauch hands, helping to fit the citizenry 
with digital brass rings. 

As the 20th century draws to a close, it is evident that, for better or worse, 
the future of computing and the future of human relations- indeed, of human being 
itself- are now thoroughly intertwined. Foremost among the obligations this situ-
ation presents is the need to seek alternatives, social policies that Inight undo the 
dreary legacy of modernism: pervasive systems of onc-\vay communication, 
preemption of democratic social choice, corporate manipulation, and the presenta-
tion of S\veeping changes in living conditions as something justified by a univocal, 
irresistible 'progress.' True, the .. somnambulism cultivated 
over many will But as waves of overhyped inno-

obvious signs of social disorder, opportunities for lively 
conversation sometimes fall into our laps. Choices about computer technology 
involve not only obvious questions about 'what to do,' but also less obvious ones 
about \vho to be.' By virtue of their vocation, computer professionals are well situ-
ated to initiate public debates on this matter, helping a democratic populace explore 
ne'v identities and the horizons of a good society. 
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Chapter 5 

Theodore Roszal< 

THE CULT OF INFORMATION 

From The Cult of Information, Cambridge: Lutterworth (1986), pp. 3-45. 

[ .. l 

Information old-style 

W H EN I WAS G R 0 W IN G UP in the yearsjg§!J:>dor.e Wo.d<;!.Y{arJL 
information was nothing to get excited about. As an intellectual category, 

it held a humble and marginal status. Few people would have conceived of it as 
the subject of a 'theory' or a 'science'; it was not associated with an advanced 
technology that lent it glamour as well as extravagant financial value. Probably the 
most common public use of the word was as part of the phrase 'Information, please.' 
That was how you asked the operator for telephone numbers before we had 411 
to dial. There was also, through the 1930s and 1940s, a popular radio program by 
that name which challenged listeners to stump a panel of experts by sending in 
unlikely questions about assorted trivia. \Vho was the shortest president of the 
United States? "What grand opera contains the longest duet? What mammal repro-
duces by laying eggs? 

That was _?:_: __ in those days: 
__ ___ tlg_t __ callle_ .. b£!.19Jes. ___ ,Sometimes what was 

-i"I;' was .surprising, amusing, helpful. Most often 
it took the form of a number, name, date, place, event, or measurement that 
answered a specific question beginning with who, what, when, where, how much. 
Such matters got talked about in ordinary words; they did not require esoteric math-
ematical formulations or a special technical vocabulary. Occasionally information 
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